
Shape the future of healthcare across

Europe as an innovation driver and a

healthcare entrepreneur

Summer

Schools



Our Summer Schools offer innovative training based on
industry challenges and patient insights. Each of our
Summer Schools focuses on a different health
specialization to give you in-depth skills and knowledge in
your specific field of interest. You can even attend more
than one school.

What is EIT Health? About Summer Schools

EIT Health is a vast, vibrant community of world leading
health innovators backed by the European Union. 

Working across borders, we bring together the brightest
minds from the worlds of business, research, education
and healthcare delivery to answer the biggest health
challenges Europe faces.

Join the leading
European innovation

network in healthcare

Learn from our leading
experts about the latest

industry insights and trends

Train to become
a driver of

healthcare innovation



Education needs to keep up with the pace of change in European healthcare. We draw

on the experience of experts working at the front line of healthcare innovation to create

educational programmes that share knowledge so we can develop the skills needed for

a future healthcare system. We deliver innovative thinking by innovative means,

challenging conventional wisdom to stimulate creativity and entrepreneurial thinking.

Education at EIT Health



EIT HEALTH - TRAINING FOR STUDENTS | SU.MMER SCHOOLS

ENERGHYSummer School
Programmes
2020

Energising global health
innovation and
entrepreneurship

Innovating the joy of
eating for healthy ageing

Making physical education
inclusive and open to all

Building an e-health
workforce with advanced
skills

INJOY InPhysEd L-ead

Prepare to join the next generation of
innovators by developing citizen-centric
solutions. Students learn to take a new
kind of professional approach to
society’s healthcare needs in this 10-
day Summer School.

Location: 

Dates:

Apply by: 

Location: 

Dates:

Apply by: 

Location: 

Dates:

Apply by: 

Location: 

Dates:

Apply by: 

Online

7 - 18 Sept 2020

TBD

Online

21-31 Sept 2020

15 Sept 2020

Online

9 - 13 Nov 2020

31 March 2020

Online

6 - 17 July 2020

30 April 2020

INJOY trains innovators to develop
commercially viable solutions that
support healthier eating and lifestyles.
You'll learn how to help citizens live
better and longer, and the business
process from ideation through market
entry.

Students in this course collaborate with
people with intellectual disabilities to
innovate solutions for keeping them
active. You’ll learn alongside industry
academics and experts, and seek
innovative and practical solutions to
open exercise education to people of all
abilities.

Learn how to develop a workforce that
can leverage the possibilities of
healthcare systems in the digital age.
Gain crucial skills and knowledge
of digitalization, digital healthcare
tools, big data and information
systems. You'll learn how to stay ahead
of digital advancements in healthcare.



Learn more
https://eithealth.eu/summer-school/


